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Abstract
To accomplish a task that requires collaboration, people would first
agree on a strategy and then together carry it out [1]. Our research
interest lies in understanding how people explore different strate-
gies and reach an agreement in conversation. We began by ex-
amining two-person dialogues in a very limited domain, in which
we could just focus on the agreement process. In this paper, we
describe an annotation scheme of coding the conversants’ behav-
iors of exploring possible strategies, suggesting and accepting the
optimal one, and then maintaining it. We report the inter-coder re-
liability of the annotation scheme on three expert annotators and
two non-experts.
Index Terms: annotation scheme, agreement, inter-coder reliabil-
ity, dialogue.

1. Introduction
There is a lot of interest in the automatic analysis of multi-party
meetings, for summarizing what happened, determining what ac-
tion items were assigned [2], and for building computer agents that
can participate in them. A prerequisite for such work is to collect
a corpus of these conversations, transcribe them, and then anno-
tate them as to what is going on. Typically, a speech act scheme,
such as DAMSL [10], might be used, which captures what the in-
dividual utterance is doing, such as asking a question, making a
statement, or acknowledging what was said [3]. However, often
times, we want to know what the utterance is about, what role it
is playing in the dialogue. Such an annotation scheme might clas-
sify which utterances are summarizing a plan, suggesting a plan,
or repairing it [4].

Multi-party conversations can be very difficult to analyze, es-
pecially when the topics under discussion are wide ranging, and
vary from conversation to conversation (e.g. [5]). This makes it
difficult to determine what each utterance is about. Furthermore,
in order to capture the wide range of behaviors presented in the
corpus, a complex annotation scheme is needed.

In this paper, we propose taking a more modest approach. As
a first step, we examine two-person conversations on a very lim-
ited domain, that of playing a collaborative card game, in which
the two players work together to assemble a poker hand [6]. These
conversations incorporate information sharing, exploring different
strategies, suggesting strategies, and maintaining the strategy. Fur-
thermore, these conversations also require participants to repeat-
edly re-examine whether a strategy is still optimal, as new cards
are dealt. Hence, these conversations have a rich variety of ut-
terances that contain the essential aspects that capture how people
reach an agreement in conversation. On the other hand, the conver-
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ns are on a limited domain, which should ease the problem of
rmining what a person’s utterance is about. The limited nature
ld also allow us to use a smaller set of annotation tags, which
still capture the essential aspects of these conversations.

In the rest of the paper, we first describe related work in anno-
g what a conversation is about. We then describe the domain
p that was used for collecting the dialogues. We describe our
otation scheme in Section 4. We then report the inter-coder
bility of applying this scheme and conclude the paper.

2. Related Research
ech act theory has been proposed to describe human behavior
onversations [7]. Speech acts indicate the role or intention of
tterance, such as informing or requesting information; speech
also mark relations between utterances, such as an answer to a

stion. It is important for conversants to correctly interpret each
r’s speech acts in order to react accordingly. Hence, to truly
erstand what’s going on in a conversation, dialogue researchers
otate each utterance or a group of utterances with a speech act,
analyze the patterns. A number of annotation schemes have
proposed. Carletta et al. proposed a three-level annotation

me, and applied it on the Map Task Corpus [8]. The first level
alled move. Each move has a speech act which is either an
truct”, a “Question”, or some other responsive tags. Moves
stitute conversational games at the second level, which in turn
stitute transactions at the third level. Traum and Hinkleman
loped a four-level annotation scheme from the standpoint of
al linguistics [9]. The basic level is utterance unit, at which
rances are given tags in terms of grounding. An initial presen-
n and its grounding utterances together compose a dialogue
, which is then assigned a traditional speech act, such as ”In-
” or ”Request”. The DAMSL scheme further advances the

rt by allowing an utterance to have multiple tags, in which an
rance can be coded to have a forward function, a backward
tion, and a communicative function.

Speech acts, however, do not capture what participants are dis-
ing. For instance, given that an utterance is an Inform, it is

lear whether it is an inform of some domain information, or
he topic that the conversants are focused on. Recently, Bates
l. proposed an annotation scheme to classify utterances based
ow they contribute to a meeting [11]. Bates et al. coded a
us of meetings with a set of meeting acts. They used 11 tags
ded into 5 groups: administration and planning, decision mak-
discussion, humor, and breaks and commentary. In addition,

t of 12 diacritics was used to capture additional features, such
hether the utterance shows agreement or disagreement. Fur-
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thermore, Bates et al. also tried to capture embedded discourse
segments by annotating a primary and secondary tag.

When applying meeting acts on the corpus of meetings, how-
ever, Bates et al. found low inter-coder reliability. Bates et al.
compared the annotations of three labellers with each other. The
percent agreement between each pair was at most 53%, and the av-
eraged agreement was only 47%. The problem might be that their
scheme is too difficult to code with, and the domain is very com-
plex. In comparison, the current research uses a simpler task with
a simplified annotation scheme, which minimizes confusion be-
tween inter-coder, thus increasing the chance of producing higher
inter-coding reliability.

3. Domain
For our work, we used a corpus of dialogues in which two peo-
ple play a computer-mediated card game. In the game, the two
players work together to assemble a poker hand of a full house,
flush, straight, or four of a kind. Each player has three cards in
their hand, which the other cannot see. Players take turns drawing
an extra card and then discarding one until they find a poker hand,
for which the players earn 50 points. To discourage players from
simply rifling through the cards to look for a specific card without
talking, one point is deducted for each new picked-up card, and ten
points for a missed poker hand or incorrect poker hand. For more
details about this corpus, cf. [6].

This corpus is interesting because it helps us to understand
how a jointly agreed strategy is established and maintained. In
the game, players converse to share card information, explore and
establish strategies based on the combined cards in their hands,
and might abandon an established strategy when a new strategy
becomes a more viable option. Typically players would first com-
municate their cards, then explore different poker hands, agree on
one to go for, and decide which card to discard based on this agreed
strategy. Each time a new card is dealt, players would re-examine
whether the established strategy is still optimal, and abandon it if
a more viable one emerges.

During the card game, the players were interrupted to perform
a short task independent of the card game. We have excluded ut-
terances related to these short tasks from analysis.

4. Annotation Scheme
The study focuses on the agreement process between two play-
ers collaborating to complete a card game but has no visibility to
cards each other is holding. To achieve the mutual goal they have
to share information with each other, explore different strategies of
pursuing a particular poker hand, and suggest a strategy with the
highest probability that allows them to complete the card game in
the shortest amount of time. A strategy is said to be established
when it is agreed upon by both players. Re-exploration, sugges-
tion and establishment of a new strategy is necessary when another
strategy becomes a more viable option. Maintenance is the step in
the process where players focus on keeping cards that will help
them complete the game via an established strategy.

Hence, the agreement process consists of five simple steps,
namely information sharing, exploration, strategy suggestion and
establishment, and maintenance.

Information Sharing (IS): utterances that directly discuss what
card(s) an individual has in their hand not biased toward a poker
hand. Information sharing typically happens at the beginning of
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card game, as shown in Figure 1 from u1.1 to u1.4, where
ers communicated what cards they had in their hands, both the
inates and the suites. Also each time players picked up a new
, they would inform the other what it was; or even summa-
d the cards in their hands in case the other player forgot. A
ial case was that players inform the the other which card was
g discarded when there is no established strategy, an example
hich is u1.5 in Figure 1. We view this as indirectly notifying

other player of what cards remained in their hand. Thus it is
coded as information sharing.

u1.1 A: alright so I have two fives, a six, and a Jack IS
u1.2 B: I’ve got a two, a seven, and a King IS
u1.3 A: how are your suits looking? IS
u1.4 B: random IS
u1.5 A: I’ll get rid the six IS

Figure 1: Examples of Information Sharing

tegy Exploration (EXP): utterances that are used to explore
merits of a poker hand, to imply the probability of achieving a
er hand, or to compare possible strategies. In the example of
re 2, player A has the nine of hearts, Queen of clubs, and King
earts; player B has five of hearts, seven of diamonds, Queen
iamonds, and King of diamonds. From u2.3 to u2.5, the play-
were exploring different strategies. In u2.3, B summarized the
s in the hands of both players, implying that a full house is
ssible option. Then B continued to explore the possibility of
ing a flush because he had three diamonds in his hand. Player
sponded in u2.5 providing information regarding B’s explo-
n.

u2.1 B: I have five, seven, Queen, King IS
u2.2 A: I have nine, Queen, King IS
u2.3 B: so we have two Queens and two Kings EXP
u2.4 B: I have three diamonds EXP
u2.5 A: no diamonds here EXP
u2.6 B: we’ll go for Queens and Kings SSUG
u2.7 A: okay EST
u2.8 B: I am getting rid of the five M

Figure 2: Example of Strategy Exploration and Suggestion

tegy Suggestion (SSUG): utterances that are used to propose
rtain strategy to pursue. These utterances usually start with

’s”, “I think we should”, “why don’t we go for”, etc. A strat-
suggestion should be able to be followed by a “yes” or “okay”
hich it is clear that the “yes” or “okay” signals that the strategy
tablished (EST). Utterance u2.6 and u2.7 in Figure 2 show an
ple for SSUG and EST. After exploring a full house and a

h of diamonds, player B proposed going for a full house be-
e it waited for only one more card, either a queen or a king,

ch was accepted immediately by player A. Note that in case
a strategy is not accepted, players would further explore or
est other alternatives.

Players might implicitly suggest a strategy by stating what
s they need, as shown in Figure 3. In u3.3, player A implied
they should wait for a ten to have a straight, and player B
pted this suggestion by saying “okay” in u3.4, after which a

tegy to go for a straight of “7, 8, 9, 10, J” was established.

tegy Maintenance (M): utterances that are made to assist the
pletion of a strategy that has been established. These include:



u3.1 A: I have seven, nine, and two Aces IS
u3.2 B: I have two, eight, and Jack IS
u3.3 A: we just need a ten then SSUG
u3.4 B: okay EST

Figure 3: Example of Implicit Strategy Suggestion

(1) utterances stating which cards are still needed to complete an
established strategy, such as “we are waiting for a King to get the
straight”; (2) utterances in which a player recommends which card
the other person should get rid of, such as “get rid of the seven”;
(3) utterances in which a player states which card is being dis-
carded, such as u2.8 “I am getting rid of the five” in Figure 2;
and (4) utterances that indicate the completion of a poker hand,
such as “we now have a straight” or “we are done”. To distinguish
strategy maintenance from information sharing or strategy sugges-
tion, a key point is that there exists an established strategy, and
the intention behind the utterance is to carry out this strategy. For
example, the utterance “we are waiting for a King” can be inter-
preted as either strategy suggestion or strategy maintenance, based
on whether there is an established strategy that can be completed
with a King.

5. Reliability Evaluation
5.1. Materials

We chose an excerpt of the card-game dialogue as the materials
to evaluate the inter-coder reliability of the annotation scheme.
This excerpt of dialogue lasted for about 318 seconds, in which
the players together completed five poker games. The tool Dia-
logueView [12] was used to organize and print out the dialogue.
Annotators were given the printed-out dialogue transcripts, seg-
mented into 258 utterances, together with the domain information
such as what cards the players had in their hands, which card was
discarded, what was the new card just picked up, etc. There were
92 utterances that have no forward impact on the card game, such
as acknowledgement and simple repetition that signals understand-
ing. These utterances were printed out in special color, and anno-
tators were told not to code these utterances.

5.2. Annotators

We had five annotators applying the annotation scheme to the dia-
logue excerpt. Three of them are the authors of this paper, and are
classified as expert annotators. We also had two other people, not
involved in this project, annotate the data. Annotator 4 has exten-
sive experience in speech act annotations, while annotator 5 has no
experience. Both of them have a background in linguistics. They
were first given a three-hour training session about the annotation
scheme and the domain, in which we had them do an initial train-
ing excerpt, and then all five annotators reviewed a gold-standard
produced by the three experts. After that, all five annotators spent
one hour to code the materials independently.

5.3. Agreement between Expert Annotators

The first and third authors (annotator 1 and annotator 3) are the
most familiar with the annotation scheme. Hence we first exam-
ined their inter-coder reliability. Their percent agreement is 86%
(142/166), which corresponds to a Kappa of 0.80. According to
[13], Kappa above 0.80 is viewed as strong agreement.
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We also looked at where the differences were. Table 1 is the
fusion matrix. Because most strategy establishment (EST) are
owledgements like ”okay” which were excluded for annota-

, in our inter-coder reliability evaluation, we did not compare
.

Table 1: Confusion Matrix between Annotator 1 and 3

IS EXP SSUG M total
IS 51 9 1 1 62
EXP 2 40 0 0 42
SSUG 0 0 9 3 12
M 2 3 3 42 50
total 55 52 13 46 166

We see there are 24 differences between these two annotators.
two annotators discussed their annotation for the 24 discrep-
es. In five cases, one of the annotators realized that their an-
tion was wrong and the other was correct. Seven cases were
rences in how a response was coded. One of the annotators

ed the responses with the same code as the questions, while
other coded the responses as information sharing. Hence these
rences could have been easily resolved with more explicit in-

ction. In 9 cases, the two annotators did not agreed on what
player’s intention was. For example, one speaker said “six”,
ch was the last card that they needed. It was unclear if this was
ntenance or information sharing, as it was unclear whether the
er was communicating that they finished the hand. It is possi-
that listening to the audio would have resolved this ambiguity
ell as others. In the last three cases, the annotators agreed

he player’s intention but not on how it fits into the annota-
scheme. For example, in one utterance, a player said “and I

still keeping three diamonds”. It was unclear whether he was
esting a strategy or merely informing the other what he was
g.

We then compared the expert annotations of the second author
otator 2) with the other two. The inter-coder agreement be-

en the first and second author was 80% (Kappa is 0.72), and
een the second and third author was 86% (Kappa is 0.80).

three annotators agreed on the same tag 76% (126/166) of the
. There was only one utterance for which they all had a dif-
nt tag. Thus, all three expert annotators seemed to apply the
otation scheme with strong agreement.

Overall, inter-coder reliability between the expert annotators
ry high. A small percentage of mismatches are due to annota-
trying to annotate the player’s intention, which is a challeng-
task to do. We believe that the inter-coding reliability can be
her improved if audio recording is provided to annotators.

Agreement between Non-Experts and Experts

now look at the agreement results between non-expert annota-
and experts, as shown in Table 2. The first three rows show

percent agreement between the two non-expert annotators and
three experts individually. The forth row shows the percentage
greeing to at least one expert. The fifth row shows the percent
ement on utterances where all three annotators have the same

otations. The sixth row show the percent agreement with the
ority annotations of the experts.

Generally, agreement between non-expert annotators and ex-
s is lower than agreement between experts. This is not surpris-



Table 2: Agreement between Non-Expert and Expert Annotators

Annotator 4 Annotator 5
Annotator 1 72% 60%
Annotator 2 80% 60%
Annotator 3 75% 62%
any expert 85% 71%
all experts 85% 66%
majority 76% 61%

ing because (1) the non-experts might have a wrong interpretation
of the players’ intentions (since they were not familiar with the
domain); or (2) the annotation scheme is not clear.

Annotator 4 had higher agreement with the experts’ than an-
notator 5. This could be due to the experience of annotator 4 in
tracking down the players’ deep intention, such as indirect speech
acts. We found that nearly half of the disagreement between an-
notator 5 and the experts is that the experts coded an utterance as
strategy exploration while annotator 5 coded it as information shar-
ing. For example, the surface form of utterance u2.4 in Figure 2
was to inform the other player of the cards in their hand. How-
ever, because the three diamonds that the player had was leading
to a flush, and because the player only summarized a subset of his
cards in hand, our experts would view it as the player exploring
the possibility of a flush rather than just sharing information. This
type of disagreement, in fact, is evidence that annotator 5 failed to
recognize the true intention of the players.

Let’s now focus on the 126 utterances where all three experts
agree on the same tag (the fifth row in Table 2. Annotator 4 had the
same tag 85% (108/126) of the time. Of all 18 cases of disagree-
ment, ten were that our experts coded it as strategy maintenance
while annotator 4 coded it as something else, which accounts for
56% of the disagreement. Annotator 5 agreed with the experts’
66% (83/126) of the time. Of all 43 cases of disagreement, 15
were the same type of disagreement, which accounts for 35% of
the disagreement (note that 47% of the disagreement was that ex-
perts coded an utterance as strategy exploration while annotator 5
coded it as information sharing, as explained above). This shows
that the two non-expert annotators were confused about the con-
cept of strategy maintenance, although the experts had a good un-
derstanding of it. This means that we need to further clarify the
concept of strategy maintenance in our annotation scheme.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we describe an annotation scheme of coding how
people reach an agreement in conversation. We have demonstrated
that this annotation scheme has good inter-coder reliability in a
simple yet rich domain. The annotation scheme has a concise label
set, which serves as an initial attempt for understanding agreement
process in human conversation. With this experience, the future
work is to apply this annotation scheme in a more diverse domain,
such as multi-party meetings.
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